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Timeline 

Introduction (by me) Presentation (by you) 

Last week 

(SEP 23) A1-STEP1&2 N/A 

This week 

(SEP 30) A1-STEP 3&4 A1-STEP1&2 

Next week 

(OCT 7) 
TBA A1-STEP 3&4 



Timeline 

Introduction (by me) Presentation (by you) 

Last week 

(SEP 23) A1-STEP1&2 N/A 

This week 

(SEP 30) A1-STEP 3&4 A1-STEP1&2 

Next week 

(OCT 7) 
TBA A1-STEP 3&4 



Today... 

• Presentation of A1-STEP1&2 

–~80-90 minutes 

 

• Introduction to A1-STEP 3&4 

–~30 minutes 



Presentations – A1 Steps 1 and 2 

• 7 minutes (hard limit) 

 

• Looking for: 
– Strong presentation style 

– Clear background information 

– Solid description of well chosen task(s) 

– Requirements properly categorized 

 

• Watch out for: 
– Poor justifications for choices 

– Missing (logically) important information 

– Poorly chosen tasks 

 



Presentation Schedule 

# Member A Member B 

1 Farhan Brett 

2 Stuart Eddy 

3 Amulya Erika 

4 Jeffrey Joshua 

5 Ali Louay 

6 Haley Kristen 

7 Matthew Constantine 

8 Mari Brandon 

9 Chris Scott 



Prototypes  

and Walkthroughs 

Steps 3 and 4 



Prototypes 

• For step 3 of A1 you will need to develop 

low fidelity prototypes based on your 

prioritized list of requirements 

 

• So for those of you eager to think about 

design ideas this is where you get to do 

that 



Prototypes 

• Your prototypes should fulfill the major 

requirements you have specified in step 2 

 

• E.g. Your prioritized list of requirements 

will give you a good idea of the areas of 

the prototype you need to focus on 



Prototypes - Expectations 

• Engage in several iterations of prototyping 

• At least 2 iterations of prototyping for A1 plus 1 more 

prototype which you will use for your walkthrough 

evaluations 

• Quantity is important here because we want you to 

explore various design ideas 

• But the evolution of the prototypes are also important 

so we want to see how you are improving from one 

prototype to the next 

• Convince me you‟ve thought about different angles 



Prototypes 

• Low fidelity prototypes are prototypes 

that are very quick and easy to create 

and are intentionally very rough so you 

don‟t feel committed to any of the 

designs you come up with.  



Prototypes 

• The idea is to come up with several 

designs and critically evaluate each to 

decide on which one has the most 

potential. 

• Think about which individual components 

of each design have potential 

• Many good aspects can be combined into 

a single prototype 

 



You are supposed to… 

• be engaged in at least 2 iterations of 

prototyping 

• use 1 prototype for walkthrough evaluation 

 

• What matters: 

–Quantity: to explore various design 

ideas 

–Evolution: to improve across iterations 



Prototypes 

• 3 different ways to create prototypes 

 

①Paper sketches 

 

②Pictive method 

 

③Storyboard method 



Prototypes 

• Paper sketches 

– Define rough layout of the interface 

– Simple and quick 

– But each prototype should still contain the 

core screens that illustrate how the system 

will look as a whole 

– Good for layout but limited as to what you 

can show 



Prototypes 

• Paper sketches 



Pictive Method 

• Good for live demos 

• Use transparencies to represent different layers 

of your interface such as windows and drop 

down menus (can also draw on transparencies 

during the demo to show how the interface is 

changing) 

– Write the name of a patient into a text box to show 

how data is entered and then erase it when the text 

box is cleared 



Pictive Method 

• Use poster boards and sticky notes to represent 

different layers of your interface  

– Draw various views of a button such as when it‟s 

pressed, clicked, and etc. on different sticky notes 

and stick them on the poster board during the demo 

to show how it changes when pressed or clicked) 



Pictive method 

2 transparencies (this sequence shows what happens when the file menu is clicked) 



Storyboard method 

• Good when no one is there to demonstrate 

– Also works live but it‟s more work 

• You can use poster boards, flip pads or 

paper cutouts for representing a series of 

screens 

• Hint: if you have a consistent background 

you can photocopy it to save some time 



Storyboard method 

2 separate frames (this sequence show what happens when the file menu is clicked) 

Note how you have to draw the top menus again for the second frame 



Prototypes Hints 

• Do many paper sketches for initial 

prototypes 

• Explore a variety of ideas (keep an open 

mind) 

• You can use paper sketches to present 

the 2 prototype iterations required for A1 



More Hints 

• For the version of the prototype you will be 

performing a walkthrough on (presentation in 

tutorial), use the pictive method for presentation 

and the storyboard method when you write it up 

in A1.  

 

• Remember: I have to be able to understand 

how your prototype works without you 

there to explain it to me, so make sure you 

include appropriate comments 

 



Very important! 

• „‟Absolutely‟‟ no computer assisted 

prototypes 

– This is an exercise in rapid, dynamic prototyping 

NOT precision or fanciness 

– However, if the prototypes are 100% drawn on 

the computer, it‟s fine (probably a rare case). 

 

• Must be hand-drawn 

• No interface builders 



Keep in mind 

• Try not to focus on prettiness or completeness 
– But make sure it is still legible 

• Focus on key parts and general interaction 
styles 

• Each prototype should contain core screens 

• Include sample interaction based on key tasks 

• Remember we don‟t expect you to design a 
perfect interface at this stage 

• It‟s more about the exploration of ideas and 
recognizing your design mistakes 



What‟s required… 

• Develop several low fidelity prototypes 

• Pick promising ones and write brief 

descriptions for each prototype  

– Tell me: how did it improve over other 

iterations, why did you decide to go in a 

radically different direction, etc. 

 

• Pick 1 for your presentation 

– Probably the most evolved prototype. 



My Project Last Year 

• When Bon and I worked on this project 
– Each of us designed our own interface without 

discussing at all 
• It allowed us to look at different initial perspectives 

– We then met and looked a both designs 
• We critiqued each others‟ designs 

– We extracted the good and bad aspects of each 
interface and combined them 
• We used a marker board to draw a massive interface and 

then took pictures 

– We took some time to analyze that prototype and 
built our “final” one based on improvements from 
the previous prototype. 



My Project Last Year 

• I‟m not saying this is the absolute way to 

go 

– But it worked out really well for us. 

• It gave us at least 4 prototypes 

– Which evolved and paid off in the end 



Walkthroughs 

• Walkthroughs are ways to evaluate the 
usability of your prototypes 

 

• You are required to do a walkthrough 
evaluation for each of your task examples 

 

• You need to first convert your task 
examples into scenarios before 
performing the walkthrough evaluation 



Scenarios 

• Do not confuse scenarios with task 

examples 

• Scenario ≠ User-Task Example 

• A scenario is a step by step description of 

how a user accomplishes the tasks involved 

in a task example using the prototype 

interface (see library example) 



Walkthrough Algorithm 

Select one of the task scenarios 

For each of the user’s step/action in the 

task: 

Can you build a believable story that motivates the user’s 

actions? 

Can you rely on user’s expected knowledge and training about 

system? 

If you cannot: 

 You have located a problem in the interface 

 Note the problem and any comments or solutions that come 

to mind 

Once a problem is identified, assume it has been repaired 

Go to the next step in the task 



What‟s required… 

• For the 1 prototype design you pick, 

convert your tasks to scenarios to 

perform walkthrough evaluations (use 

the upcoming table for the A1 write up) 

• For each walkthrough, synthesize and 

summarize the problems, successes, and 

major areas for improvement (this can be 

done in point form) 



What‟s required… 

• Write a summary paragraph of all the 

walkthroughs to make general 

comments about the entire prototype 

and walkthroughs as a whole 
• i.e.  Problems specific to walkthrough may be 

finding the search patron menu is difficult.  

• Then a generalization of this problem in the 

summary paragraph can be this prototype suffers 

from poor organization of menus. 



Table for A1 Presentation 

Step 
Number 

Description of 
the step 

Does the user 
have the 
knowledge/traini
ng to do this 
step? 

Is it believable 
that users are 
motivated to 
do this step? 

Comments or 
potential 
solutions for 
this step 

1 

2 

3 

don’t combine these 2 sections 

focus on this section 
and try to be critical 
(very important) 



Example Walkthrough 

Library System 



Walkthrough Example 

• Library System 

• Steps: 

– Introducing the main screen 

– Recalling the task 

– Performing actual walkthrough 

– Summary 



Main Screen 



Main Screen 

general 

circulation 

functions 

update information 

about a patron’s 

expiry date, 

personal 

information, etc. 

update 

information 

about particular 

holdings 

a place to put 

miscellaneous 

functions 

a single 

quit 

option 



Main Screen 

When you present your low-fi 
prototypes in your portfolio, please 
include short descriptions so that I 
can better understand what each 

item is supposed to do. 



Main Screen (cont.) 

Also include information 
of other important 

functions of your system 



User-Task Example (cont.) 

• Joan Hart, a regular and experienced library 

employee, is working behind the counter. Marie 

Smith, a regular library customer brings three 

books to the counter <The Lions of Al Rassan, 

Ender‟s Shadow, Self-Help Books for 

Dummies> and asks that they be checked out. 

Marie doesn‟t have her library card so Joan 

finds Marie‟s library number, checks out the 

books for her and reminds Marie that she has 

some late fines to pay. Marie says she will pay 

for them next time. Joan gives Marie the books, 

and Marie leaves. 



Walkthrough 

To find Mary’s 

library card 

number, Joan 

must navigate 

to the search 

screen by 

selecting 

“Patron Search” 

option. 



Walkthrough 

Why is Patron 

Search under 

circulate? Does 

this make sense? 

How can menus 

be better 

organized? 



Walkthrough 

… then enters 

Mary’s name and 

presses return or 

the search button 



Walkthrough 

Why does the entire name 

need to be entered before 

results are shown? Can 

dynamic search (results 

are returned as the name 

is typed) be used here? 



Walkthrough 

The name was not 

spelled correctly, so 

the system returns 

the closest matches. 

The librarian can ask 

for further 

information 



Walkthrough 

Note: There are a 

huge number of 

possible matches 

if this system 

returns names 

from the entire 

Alberta database. 



Walkthrough 

The name appears 
on the status bar 



Walkthrough 

Note that the 

system is mode 

dependant so the 

librarian has to 

navigate to the 

checkout screen by 

selecting the 

checkout option. 



Walkthrough 

Books to be 

checked out 

are listed 



Walkthrough 

The third book 

doesn’t seem to 

be scanned 

This kind of 

error (probably 

due to a dirty 

bar code) is 

reasonably 

common. 



Walkthrough 

To manually 

check out, 

select the 

menu item 

and type this 

awkward 

number 



Walkthrough 

The number has a 

distinctive format 

with a hyphen. 

How will novice 

users know to 

enter the number 

in this format? Are 

all books codes 

consistent? 



Walkthrough 

Then to verify 

that it is the 

correct book. 



Walkthrough 

What would she 

have to do if she 

mistyped it? 

If what she typed 

was wrong, she 

now has to repeat 

the previous 

process. 



Walkthrough 

now has to 

navigate to a 

different 

screen to 

check for fines 



Walkthrough 

This is a bit 

heavy-weight 

and the librarian 

may not be 

motivated to do 

this. 



Walkthrough 

She sees the fines, 

adds them up in 

her head and 

reminds the patron 

about the 

outstanding 

amount of $8.55. 



Walkthrough 

Why does she 
have to 

calculate the 
fines in her 

head? 



Summary 

• Librarian had to navigate too many screens to 

do this task 
– The flow from start to end was overly complex 

– The librarian had to navigate and work with three screens to 

do a very routine checkout task. 

• Some sub-dialogs were awkward 
– Why do searches span all of Alberta instead of just the local 

area? 

– Why can‟t she type the bar code directly on the screen, and see 

the results immediately? 

– Why does she have to go to a separate screen to see the fines, 

why does she have to sum the fines up herself? 

• These are major concerns. 



Summary (cont.) 

• Heavy functional emphasis indicates high 

level of practice and training required 

• Note: This looks like a cosmetic GUI over 

an old text-based system 
– Adding menus, etc. doesn‟t seem to help 

• Suggests major redesign 
– Can functions be integrated on a single screen? 

– Can the design be simplified? 



For Next Week 



Presentation Outline 

• Come up with a low-fidelity prototype 
based on the tasks and list of 
requirements you have already defined.  

• Give an overview of your interface.  

• Select 1 scenario you created from your 
task examples and demonstrate a 
walkthrough for the scenario.  

• 5-7 minutes 

• Set up – 5-10 minutes earlier 



Prototypes 

• Prototypes 

– Brainstorm using sketching but you need to use 

either Pictive or storyboard for the presentation.  

– The prototype should contain the core screens that 

show how the system will work as a whole as well as 

some sample interactions.  

– IMPORTANT: hand-drawn prototypes only  

– Hint: do not focus on prettiness (aesthetics) rather 

focus on showing the overall interaction style  



Prototypes 

• Give an overview of your interface.  

– Talk about input devices.  

– Talk about interface style (e.g. pull down menus).  

– Indicate what each component of the interface does.  

– Show some sample interactions with your interface 

(e.g. searching or entering information).  

 

 



Scenario & Walkthrough 

• Show what the interface will look like at each step.  

• Talk about whether the user has enough knowledge 
to perform the action at each step.  

• Talk about whether the user is motivated to perform 
the action at each step (e.g. do I really want to scroll 
through 200 names).  

• Comment on the user's action at each step (e.g. 
possible solutions to problems or why the interface 
works well here)  

• Hint: be honest with the critiques for your interface 
(think critically); it's an iterative design process so 
you're expected to improve upon your ideas  

 


